
The Challenge
During the peak season, WCAD sees phone calls increase from an average of about 150 per day to over 500 
per day, and in office customer traffic increase from 35 customers per day to over 200 per day. Similar 
increases are also experienced with online chat interactions and customer support helpdesk tickets. 
Without adequate support, WCADʼs Customer Services Team of 6 associates struggled to provide the levels 
of service that they pride themselves in.

In reality, WCAD actually saw far greater increases in call volume than anticipated; from expecting 500 calls 
per day to averaging 700 calls per day, with peaks of 1,500 calls per day experienced during the height of the 
peak season.

It was clear that the traditional approach in bringing in seasonal, temporary staff to aid in the answering 
phone calls was no longer sufficient, nor afforded full-time staff the opportunity to focus on in-person and 
online customers.

Our client, Williamson Central Appraisal District (WCAD), is a political subdivision responsible for appraising 
all property within Williamson County in Texas, the United States, for the purpose of assessing property 
taxes. In addition to valuing properties, WCAD is tasked with maintaining accurate property ownership 
records, property tax exemptions and other appraisal related property attributes, including a mapping 
system for identifying land parcels and taxing unit/political subdivision boundaries.

WCAD were looking for creative ways of dealing with their seasonal influx of customer traffic and the labour 
shortages experienced with temporary staffing agencies post COVID pandemic. Having realised early in 2021 
that labour shortages were going to be a problem, WCAD began sourcing an expert contact centre provider 
for help, with further requirements to add value to their operations including extra information being added 
to the IVRs (interactive voice responses) of their phone system, implementation of chatbots on their 
website, and automation of helpdesk ticket responses.

Following a Google Search and positive early conversations, WCADʼs partnership with Quantanite began in 
March 2021, and operations went live in April 2021.
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The Results
Having partnered with Quantanite for almost two years now, WCAD 
have observed some tangible improvements such as shorter wait 
times, more calls answered, the relieving of pressure on phone 
queues, and critically giving WCAD staff the ability to better serve 
in-person customers while also handling the increased activity in 
online chat and support ticket systems.

3 key benefits of partnering with Quantanite:
● Very responsive
● Open to suggestions

100%
Adherence 
Rate

“Quantanite made it easy to schedule training time with the 
representatives that would be answering our calls, swiftly tracked 
various performance metrics, and provided regular feedback and 
insights about the types of customer calls received.”
KC McDade ∣ Director of Operations

The solution established by Quantanite enabled a full time team of 
representatives and a team leader, dedicated to providing customer 
support far more cost effectively and with fewer instances of absenteeism 
than the traditional approach of recruiting temporary staff locally.

Full management of all individuals, and a single point of contact for all 
updates and communications, allows for regular and reliable information 
sharing, best practice, and little or no miscommunication. Important 
deadlines are consistently met through questions being answered in a 
timely manner, and customer experience is at a high.

Quantaniteʼs expertise and experience also ensures results via shorter wait 
times in call queues and more customers being served than WCAD would 
have been able to accomplish with traditional workflows. 

Early developments have also seen a very successful data entry service 
added to the operation that is conducted between phone calls. By having 
agents transcribe scanned customer service surveys, even more value is 
added to WCADʼs partnership with Qantanite.

“The staff that Quantanite assigned to us as project lead/team 
supervisors were great. It was obvious they had a good onboarding 
process established on their end”
KC McDade

● Proactively seek out feedback on ways 
of adding value to the partnership
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93%
Of All Calls 
Answered

1,321
Surveys 
Digitised

The Solution
WCAD chose Quantanite due to cost efficiencies, flexible terms and having the agility to begin the 
engagement and provide customer support in a very compressed time frame.


